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^be JBaets Stewfcaunt
Vol. 1.

Xo. 1.

LOISTOX. MA1XK, TUESDAY, DECEMBER 17. 1029

FACULTY THESPIANS THRILL
Home Team Loses
Judges' Decision
WITH TERRIFIC, TRAGIC TROPE

PRICE TEX CENTS

HURLS A THUNDERBOLT
OF OLYMPIC DEFIANCE

Brilliant Tragedy by Miss Roberts and Dr. Purington. Audience is Loyal but to World is Thrown Into Paroxysms as Epoch Making Ukase
No A"ail
Issues from Loiston. Thousands Sends Congratulations
Wins Applesauce of Critics. Stewed Aunt Reporter
Criticizes World's Premiere and Dermiere
Last Saturday night, just prior to
( l.oiston. Dee. 0022)
Breaking all precedent, the faculty
(■lay this year was a deviation from the
ordinary staid presentation that has
marked the production of such affairs
in the past. This year an original play.
"Molasses Candy", based upon "Salt
Water Taffy" written in collaboration by Miss Dora Roberts and Dr.
Herbert Ronelle Purington. A.M.. D.D..
Fullonton Professor of Riblical Literature and Religion, wps presented to the
select eyes of P. few invited guests on
the evening of Xovemlwr 31st.
The wide spread recognition given to
the presentation has stirred the students
at Rates to learn about the now world
famous play. After several conferences
of the Roanls of Trustees and Overseers, and prolonged argument pro and
con on the part of the faculty itself,
the administration has seen fit to give
out the following information.
The stagecraft was unique though
simple, and was ingenuous in a few i
lain particulars. As '!ie title of the
play suggests, the scene is laid in tropi
cal surroundings and the most romantic
of settings. Palm trees, lapping waves,
flowers, et cetera. Of course, the nudience was : sked to ioin full h-'artedlv
in the spirit of the affair and paint
these scenes with their mind's eyes.
Norman Ross was responsible for the
ides of asking the spectators to cooperate in picturing the stage setting. He
maintained that it would be more economical.
The highest degree of genius in the
management of the affair was the method
used, to picture the tropical moon. The
stagecraft directors exhausted their ideas
in attempting to present a realistic
enect. Or. Uiitnin. Harry iiowe ami
President Cray qualified.
The final choice fell upon President
Crnv when the phvsics department decided that he would give the best effect.
So Proxy stood with head bowed for
two and a half hours while a soft blue
light played upon his crown. His choice
proved to be a happy one for later in
tho plav when the dancers came in carrying golden rod Prexy fought hard to
keep from sneezing with the effect that
the tropical moon shifted continually
from P. roseate glow to a fiery crimson.
The shifting colors defied any attempt
to match them by the use of lighting
effects.
The next most ingenuous stagecraft
effect was in producing a tropical breeze.
Brooks Quimhv plaved the part admirable
The chorus was made up of Dean
Clark. Lena Walmsley, Mabel Libhy.
Blanche Roberts. Mabel Katon. with
Connie .Tames playing the part of leading lady. Ollie Cutts performed the
part of an invalid weakling, while Willie
Whitehome clothed iu leapord skin and
brandishing H gnarled club raged rampant when he learneil that the tender
weakling had alienated the affection- of
his ladylove.
(Continued on Page 3 Column 41

Delay Team is Now
Working Out Under
Snowshoe Thompson
Tho famous Bates delay team under
the auspices of "Snoeshoe" Thompson
former pride of the local institution, is
working out daily in preparation for a
strenuous season.
The candidates have been consistently
lato for practice all week and it is
expected that work outs will soon be
held after supper.
Ah! ye Chapman, Quincy's only claim
to fame, has cut his time down to 2.10
in the half mile including one stop to
tie a dangling shoe lace. Wallace Viles,
the angular antelope from Anson, can
still wave to the girls in the balcony
on his second and fourth trips around
tho track without interfering with the
next race. Rangnar Lind (or Ernest)
has been practicing falling on the baton
in case he follows Chapman in the order
of running.
The fourth man has yet to be decided
upon. Coach Thompson, however, started
Wendell Hayes on a half mile time trial
late Monday afternoon. Early morning
reports state that the Metropolitan Mercury was running smoothly and tirelessly on the second lap. Members of
the student body and friends of the
college are urged to turn out to greet
Hayes when he finishes late this evening.
Reports of Hayes' progress and conditions will be posted on the college bulletin throughout the day.

Bimby K. O.'s Bray
In First Round
In a sudden dramatic finish, "Kayo"
Bimby knocked out Rexy in the first
stanza of what was to be a ten-round
battle this morning before the largest,
most froii7.ied crowd of students that
ever jamced the college chapel. Bimby 's superior manner phraseology
finally overwhelmed Bray's withering
gaze to earn for him the coveted
victory.
The Fight by Rounds
ROUND OXE. Bray led with a
summons to the office and Bimby
countered by being ten minutes late
and by failing to knock as he entered.
They sparred for an opening. Bray's
haughty demeanor caught Kayo nap
ping, and they went into a clinch.
Coming out of the clinch Bimby chased
Etexy into a corner where he stepped
into a
water bucket and
Referee
Freddie Sleeper was forced lo call
time out until the pedal extremity
could be removed. Rushing in. Bray
shut a fast one which landed with
telling force upon the favorite, nearly
shatoring his left argument, at the
Mme time slabbing him again and
again with his point of view. Bimby
retreated in circles, vainly endeavoring to dodge his opponent 's thrusts.
an 1 for a time it looked as though the
table- had turned. But suddenly Etexy
Stumbled over a protruding sylable
and fell heavily. And the cheering of
the crowd rose to a deafening roar as
Hew. in one of his stronger momenta
'■■■■;
i !knocked into the choir box. He ruse
at the count of nine and coming out
RfgRy—SMACK!
Just then a diminuitive gentleman
clambered up on the platform and
faced the ring. The noise sealed al
most instantly and everyone listened
in expectation, for the individual who
claimed their attention was no other
than the famous Robert MucGI.-isc-o.
"There's a lady at the door who
wants to speak to Rexy Bray", he
sa id.
"HE'S OUT!", veiled the referee.
COME BACK IN TEN SECONDS
AM) BRING THE S M E I. I. 1 \ I.
SALTS."
(Continued on page 4, column 5)

the Chase Hall dance, Bassar defeated
the Vales coeds ill one of the most
closely contested
I 'iitests of the
debating season. Time-keepers were
Miss Celirabeth Ore; and Miss Scva
Onstroen: the judges were Miss Danna
Ingley of Loiston. and Prof. Childs
from the college down the river; the
chairman was Mrs. ' "heorge M. Gase.
The participants in tee debate were, bv
the way, for Vates, Miss Ivera Ringle,
"23, and Vadys Gloung,, '03; for Bassar, Miss Cethel Ohen and Miss Plarriet
Ileische. Decorationconsisted of
variouslv-hued dangling participles and
other ornaments previously censored
by the English Depaitment represented
by Quooks Brimby, our own dear
speaking teacher—more ways than one.
Infinitives were being split right and
left on the platform of Dear Old Hathorn Hall, and frequently time had to
be taken out to find several misplaced
modofiers. but it is worthy to note thai
no one was seriously injured, except a
few unfortunate n embers of t li e
audience who hail to be taken immediately to the C. M. G. Hospital in a
slate of argumentative hysteria. In
case anyone should be interested it
might be well to point out that the
question which was lupposed to be discussed was. "BeSOlved that the [.resent
political alignment of the United States
has outlived ils i -.-fulness." But
many of the audienee thought, that
judging from the sppearanee of the
speakers, the debate was really on the
subject. "Resolved hat attendance al
a '•
Ineational inst tution, and therefore .-lose contact i -i!h such superior
beings as men, has lone more for the
collegiate woman th-n any amount of
segregation."
The debate was opened by the chair
man, of course, and in her few brief
remarks, she gave the gist of the de
bate in order that those who had Other
engagements to attend to might leave
at this point, and yet know which side
of the quest ion was the right side.
The first speaker of the evening was
Miss Ringle. who after welcoming the
Bassar team to Loiston, which, in the
mind of the reporter, was merely so
much oil, and after welcoming her own
team into the League—of Nations, I
think it must have been -flew forth Into flights of oratory, the like of which
had not been seen since the Chairman
sal down. Her main argument was
(Continued on Page 3, Columu 5)
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KOLLEGE KALENDAE
Dec. 16
Meeting of the Hall Parkers
Ass'n.
Dec. 17
Dr. Wright addiesses Women's
Club.
Dec. 17
Prof. Pa Gould will move for
adjournment of faculty meeting.
Dec. 17
Round Table meets at Prof, and
Mrs. Soando's for a square meal.
Dec. 18
Meeting of Hall Parkers Ass'n.
Dec. 18
Mid-week service and carolsinging in Roger Williams Hall.
Rev. G. Tormely will play the
melodeon.
Dec. 18
Bates-Bowdoin ping-pong
championship matches.
Jan. 3
Meeting of Hall Parkers Ass'n.
Jan. 3
S. Mauer and his trained puppeteers at Tiny Theatre will attempt to present "Tie Terrible
Fate of Our Lovely Nell."

Popular Prof.
Returns from
Perilous Joust
Tells Tale of Mighty Microbes, Dismal Boys
and Cranberries
(Special Despatch to the Stewdaunt)
Prof. William II. Sawyer. Jr., who
has been on leave of absence during tinpast year returned to his teaching duties
as a member of the faculty of Bates
College, l.ewislon. Maine, at the beginning of the current year. Prof. Fred
E. I'omeroy. head of the biology depart
nient is understood to have been influenii-1 in effecting Prof. Sawyer's return.
Prof. Pomery is a member of the Police
Commission.
The year spent by Prof. Sawyer away
from his teaching duties in Lowiston.
when he proved to be the [Ion Quixote
of the cranberry bogs, reads like a
Medieval fairy tale or a Norse saga.
For many months Prof. Sawyer carried
on a winning fight against the microor
ganism that has been threatening the
cranberry bush with distinction. The
motive of the embattled warrior, riding
astride a microscope, with a dissecting
needle for a lame, and a glass slide
for a shield, is truly admirable. He
went into the bogs and wilderness of
1
'. pe Cod for the honor of the Christmas
and Thanksgiving dinners. "Cranberry
Sauce" was his battle cry as he went
thundering over the dusty roads and
into the fields to do battle with his
ty foe. Everything went well until
an accident hi opened to the good steed
"Mike".
The unfortunate incident occurred in
a bog behind the town of Beitnnnte.
For days the weary warrior, eoii'sing
tho countryside, evading the web-footed
inhabitants and the flying-fish, had been
pursuing his innumerable foe and driving the retreating forces steadily back
into the grim and barren fastnesses of
the cranberry bogs, their natural habitat.
By night he camped on the hummocks
while the tired "Mike" took his meal
in the optical fields.
One day Sawyer suddenly came upon
tho enemy planning an attack on a
cranlierry stronghold not far away.
"Avaun destroyers of cranberry sauce! "
he cried. '' Rebels against the essence
of Yuletide! T come to do you battle
to the death! '' The horde swept toward him, but poising his lance and
raising his shield, the undaunted knight
arose in his saddle and urged "Alkie"
forward. But the diaphragm of the
good steed was gone, and he went down
as the bewildered rider saw the on rushing army of microbes advancing upon
him.
Retreating across the bogs. Sawyer at
last came to an observatory where Galileo was studying the moons of Jupiter.
The Immense telescope amazed the cranberry Red Crosse knight. With it to
replace the fallen '' Mike'' he could yet
win tho battle of the ages. Everything
is fair in war, he reasoned, and with
(Continued on page 4, column 3)

A proclamation definitely deciding an
issue which has been hanging in the
balance for some months, and climaxing a series of preparatory events affecting more than three forths of the
population of the civilized world was
issued today by President Clifton Daggett Gray, of Bates College.
Perhaps no other event has been
stronger in the minds of men and
women today than that which has been
provided by President Gray in his
decree. And although the issue itself
was intended primarily for the students
and faculty of Bates College, it is
fast becoming popular, and it is expected that the majority of the civilized world will react for the most part
favorably under the terms of the document.
Despite the fact thai the proclamation calls for the expenditures of vast
sums of money, it is extremely appropriate in view of the coming holidays.
Copies of the original document have
been reproduced in all languages (I. T.
S. .. anil these have been dispatched
to the principal cities and population
centers (including Lee. Maine) by
means of a unique fast freight service.
MOVE EXPECTED
Action toward the settlement of this
stupendous project came as no great
surprise, as some sort of motion in this
direct on has long been expected. Manv
attempted to prophesy the result; some
were of the opinion thai the issue
would be decided by someone during
the latter part of the week, but there
were few who were willing lo lake a
definite stand in bringing the question
to a culmination. Politicians, statesmen and diplomats have continually
sidestepped direct action, and Presi^n»»f f2ro\- i<* tct V>a o-r, ntlv coinmendeil
for his courage and the responsibility
which he assumed when he produced
his manuscript.
News of the proclamation was received by the waiting world at 10.46
Eastern Standard Time (add three
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 1)

SENSATIONAL SHORT
STORY
Sophia Saiinders seachingly scrutinized Sarah, scowling severely.
Stephen Smith, Sarah's suitor,
strong, splendidly sinewed, shapely
Stephen slept soundly.
Sophia spoke. She said, "Sarah
should sell stale smelling soles."*
Stephen snored.
Sophia spitefully shook Sarah.
Surrender", said she.
Sarah screamed shrilly.
Stephen, seeing sweet Sarah "s situation, stealing stealthily, suddenly
squeezed Sophia's side, saying, "Stop
such silly squabbles, such stupid strife;
stop striking Sarah.
She slaggered.
•So", sneered Sophia, "Savage
Stephen sneaklingly supports Sarah!
Seek safety. Skedaddle!
Stephen, smiling satirically, said,
•Sarah shall sell stale soles, sweet
Sophia, shall she '''
"She shall", shrieked Sophia.
So saying Sophia Saunders strolled
s.award stalking stiffly, selecting
sloopy shingle spots. Slackening
speed, she sat. Straightway she sentimentalized.
"See star-spangled sky; see sinking
sun; see salt sea; see Sophia Saunders,
spinster, Sarah's sister, spurned,
slighted, scorned. So Sarah supposes
selling stale soles sinful! Sacre!—
She shall see!
She stood still some seconds solemnly
sea-surveying. Suddenly she said,
'' See Stephen, so sneaking, so sanctimonious, so supremely stupid; see sister
Sarah so sweetly seraphic, sweet Sunday school teacher, sublime sinner—
see Sophia swim. Stephen—s i s t e r
Sarah shall sell sweet soles—so shall
she starve!
Sarah shuddered.
Stephen sneezed.
Suddenly Sophia sprang screaming,
splashing salt spray skyward.
"S.ave Sophia, S.tephenl see, she
sinks'', screamed Sarah.
' 'Scarcely, sweetheart", said
Stephen sullenly.
So Sophia Saunders sank.
Sophia's suicide saved Sarah selling
soles. She survived Sophia several
summer seasons.
Sometimes she sang soft sougs
softly, sorrowing Sophia's sad suicide.
Still she stayed single, scornfully
spurning Stephen's soft speeches.

n
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THE BAETS STEWDAUNT

UPPEN FLOOREM

To the auditor of the Stewdaunt:
Member of New England Intercollegiate Newspaper Association
Sir:
Lord knows! why
As an avowed champion of the weaker
Published with the sympathy, cooperation and exasperation of the Merrill and Webber Co. sax, I once more appear in your columns.
of Auburn
I state my purpose briefly for a change.
T am opposed to ceilings. Tn fact. I
BDITORIAL BOARD
wish to see all ceilings removed from
Rangnar G. Lind. '30, Editor-in-Chief
all parts of the civilized world, as well
Telephone SIM
as from my home town, and T wish to
see this far-sighted and oft-slighted reform in operation for the first time at
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITORS
Howard H. Thomas. '31 Bates College. This is no impractical
John L. Fuller. '31
dream. Tt is super-possible, ultra-neodahle. extra-desirable.
DEPARTMENTAL EDITORS
In the first place, ceilings are an
Women'a Editor
Kcwa Editor
Catherine R. Nichols. '30 added expense without being an asset.
Reginald M. Colby. '31
Intercollegiate Editor
Literary Editor
Tn speaking of the size of a building,
Dorothy M. Haakell. '30 did. you or anyone in their sane mind
Edwin G. Milk. '30
Debating Editor
Athletic Editor
Donald E. Strout, '30 ever rate it according to the number of
Charles C. Cushing, '30
ceilings? Xo. by the number of floors.
ASSOCIATE STAFF
Yet T believe that the almost universal
Ernest Ratten. '31
Charles P. Kendall, Jr.. '31 practice now is to have as many ceilMuriel C. Beckman, '10
Regina H. Curtis. "M
Dorothy M. Burdett. 'SO Gordon Cross. '31
ings as floors, except in Parker TT;>11.
Everett E. Cushman, '31 Marian Smith. '31
Beth Clark. '30
where T have it upon good anthoritv
Constance Withington. '30 Julian Dodge. '31
Ruth Brown. '11
that there are no floors left. Floors
John Buddington, '30
Dorothy F. Sullivan. 32 Muriel F. Bliss, 32
Sylvia C. Nute. "31
Shirley Cave. '32
Valery S. Buratl, "11
and ceilings—what o contrast in values.
Mildred Healey. "31
Esther F. Jackson. '32
Elizabeth P. Selgel. "12
People take the floor when thev wish
Frederic B. Pettengill. '11 Rosamond D. Nichols. '32 Parker J. Dexter. '31
to steal time from an audience. But
Edward E. Brewater, "31 Warren Harrington. "32 Elden H. Dustin. "32
Wendell Hayes, "31
did. you ever hear of anvone taking the
ceiling—either to walk on. to sleep on.
BUSINESS DEPARTMENT
or for instance? Xo one reallv wants
Robert F. Jackson '30, Business Manager
(I ceiling, not ven a thief. Ceilings are
ASSISTAKiTS
an economic waste. We will eliminate
Nevel
W.
Huff.
'31
James Chap, '31,
them. The nearest we have formerly
gotton to elimination has been illumination. But that is an important step,
Subscription—It's too much
Single copy—only one thin dime as T shall point out a few hundred paraWritten notice of chanitc of address must be in the hands of the Business monager one week graphs below.
before the issue in which the change is to occur. Then try and get it.
Tn the second place, ceilings give us
The Editor, when sober, is responsible for the editorial column but try and catch him. The a feeling of confinement, of compulsion.
Many worthy freshmen who come here
news editor, not being sober at any time, is not responsible for anything.
from the untrammelled wilderness are
Kntcred as last class matter (?) at the post office in I.oison Maine.
held down. Their soaring, lofty spirits
are broken. Tn fact, some of them
have left college for unknown reasons.
ANON! ANON! ANON!
That is, they were unknown until now;
I have shared the secret with you. Xo,
ilon't thank me: I'd do that even for
You have no doubt heard, dear Reader (and others) of the say- a co-ed. Even I admit to a spirit in
ing of Pluto and Alitosis that went like this: "All that glitters is me that rebels at the confinement of a
ceiling. Yet T do not blush to admit
worth two in the bush". Also perhaps you have read in Wealthy it. for in that great compendium of
Dick's Diary, an equally pithy phrase: "Why put off till to-morrow American:?, the Popular Song, you will
find constant references to this irksome
what you can do the day after?" Ah us! if we of posterity could confinement wrought upon us by what
only heed the sincerity of our forbears! What tortuous paths of wo thought our slaves, now our masters.
thev are over us. There is one song
pain—yea, of sorrow and suffering—we might avoid. But no! for
hit which warns us against "Hitting
We must "try and err" ere we discover for ourselves, the primrose the Ceiling'', another which provides a
precaution to obviate the damage paused
path of perfection.
when we do hit—''Bottoms T'p". Put
We who represent the Stewdaunte Bored (very realistically you T leave the popular song—we will be
must admit) confess to a grievo.us oversight. Ignoring the seeds of the first who have ever done that—when
we are feeling especially gay and hopeadvice so pregnant with meaning—that blew our way, we have ful, is it not ?. fact that we always
served you journalistic caviare that has turned out to be frogs' eggs. attempt to raise the roof? And does
not. that entail rawing the intervening
(Order please! I have the floor and 1 demand the right to make ceilings? Tnstinctivelv. T tell you. we
sweeping statements). The whole crux (meaning difficulty) of the are opposed to ceilings and their constraining influences.
matter lies in our lack of a platform. Everybody has a platform
Tn several places, ceilings have e
nowadays. Presidents have platforms; bricklayers and plumbers ilenioraliz-ng effect. Thev are not in
accord with the proper Rtites Spirit. T
have platforms (the plumbers must have some place to sleep) ; even spoke
previouslv about their illumination.
It is a regrettable fact, but we have to
executioners have their pet platforms.
fact fncts. though we rarely face a
The word "plank" very vividly suggests certain forceful methods ceiling.
Now take a ceiling—no I don't
of a college news-organ in handling personal news. Of course there mean that T have ahead? told you that
one takes a ceiling. Look at a Ceilare no planks in an organ except those it is built upon. Therefore no
ing—no. only dreamers do that, ami I
we have decided to forsake our present precarious pedestal for the have assured you that this is no impractical dream. Whet 1 mean is, consider
following unprecedented platform:
B ceiling you will agree that many erilPlank 1. The Stewdaunte stands for true misrepresentation of Ings are considerable. Consider a ceiling'.
student opinion (a true representation would get us I have studied the ceilings nf Bates
for two yean. In fact, you may say

Plank 2.

Plank 3.

Plank 4.

out of a job.)
The Stewdaunte is firmly in favor of convulsory
chapel.
Splinter 1. The more convulsory the better.
Splinter 2. Noone should be denied sanctuary—not
even dogs, cats, donkeys or other brethren and sistren.
The Stewdaunte is run on a strictly business basis.
All bribes, for suppression or release of scandal,
gracefully received.
Alas we have run out of lumber (fortunately?).
Ye Ed.

YE FAERIE TAYLE

Once upon a time there lived in a beautiful castle in a fair city
many princesses, fair and otherwise. One princess was especially
fair. Princes cames in huge numbers to woo her. Some tried wooing alone, one tried winning her by a sympathetic pursuit of knowledge. Then one Sunday (daring he was for all the princesses were
well guarded), he braved the guards and came to the castle to help
her. He had not been there long of course, when from the depths
of the staircase came a rumbling—he looked up,—the enraged
D-ragon approached, breathing flame and looking daggers. She
called in a loud voice to the princess, "How did he get here? Let
me at him to drive him out!" The prince shivered, the princess
shook and stood for a second in shocked horror. Then she drew
herself up sharply and with calm-tones pronounced the D-ragon—
destroying spell of M-erwin the M-agician, "I have permission for
2 hours". The D-ragon wilted, the flame cooled, the daggers were
sheathed. The princess and prince continued their pursuit of
knowledge.
Ye Co-ed
THE HOLE BORED SAYS:
If there is anything right in this paper, it's a typographical error.

Intercollegiate Blues

M. A. A. SPLASHES

The professor of "be-a-snob" fame
has recently been eclipsed by the Education professor of Vailars' College who
said, to his students as they wer discussing the value of poker in the high
school. "Don't worry about being fair;
l>e> well-dressed."

The weather lately has been just too
nasty for words but that hasn't prevented our faithful boys from going
out each afternoon and working like
little Trojans to make the hockey team.
They can't be anything but victorious
with such splendid persistence and manly
courage. And we are going to cheer
lustily for you 100^- fellows. Maybe
those boys from Bowdoin and Colby are
rougher and bolder, but our team has
the will to win and we just know that
they are going to.

The students of the T'niversity of
Haroforonororis lost their fight for voluntary chapel when the faculty and trustees decreed that the students' suggestion for using the chapel as a museum
was too much in keeping with present
tendencies.
Culture College for women has recently established a new chapter of the
national sorority of Daughters of American Evolution.
A fund of $5,000,000 has reeentlv
been given the college of Search and
Research to stock its museum with
animal crackers, when it was found that
tho original specimens had lost much of
their hair, teeth, and general shapeliness
through their use as hobbyhorses for
faculty children.
Thirteen delegates from over two
hundred institu'ions are attending a
convention of snoozepaper writers being
held this week at the I'niversitv of
Sleepy Hollow. The discussion will aim
to settle the question as to whether
college periodicals are "art for arts
sake,'' or simply a means of livehood
for the printing profession.

Will the young man who fell on the
track while running in the Athletic
building yesterdav afternoon return the
cinder which entered his leg to Tom
Barnes. The young man's name is
known and he will save himself considerable trouble by returning the cinder
himself instead of waiting for a summons. Further track practice has been
A southern university has recentlv indefinitely postponed until steps are
established a graduate school of Cos- taken to procure another cinder.
metics and the Facial Arts. The faculty is made up of leading lendscrape
The committee on winter sports has
gardners from various sections of the made a radical change in the direction
country, and the dean is a former mem- of the snow-shoe course. The trail forber of the faculty of the Chicago Argi- merly included Pole Hill and return.
eultural College, and the president is a The new route will continue right out
Master of Forestry.
Maine Street to the Fair ground anl
will proceed from that point for one
The grades of men and women at mile. The return route is optional. Rethe Whoosit School of General Bla*i markably fast performances are exshow a great difference, according to pected as a result of this significant
figures released by the i;.nitor of the change.
institution. The higher average of the
Plaster McSticker, regular end on the
men—5.890 as compared with 1.345 for
the women—is explained by the fact Rand Hall Co educational team burned
that they had the advantage of attend- his tongue last night while drinking a
cup of too hot coffee at Paul's Lunch.
ing Maine colleges.
iJo will be out of the game for the reThe University of Antediluvian An mainder ofthe week.
thropologv recentlv received a valuable
Harold Moore Xoyes of last season's
addition to its lihrarv of modern novels
in the book "Memoirs of ." Mulliga- football fame was on the wnrpatli again
tawny." tie autobiography of a dina the other morning. His room mates
locked the door and left the dormitory
saur.
while he was washing up after the 7.40
• hat T am a special student of celinigs. bell had rung. Imagine Harold's emT get up in my best clothes and look barrassment when he found he couldn't
at the ceiling: T get up in the night get back into his room. Did he cut his
and do likewise. B"t "t no t'me have '.40? Xo folks, he did not. He borI been able to find ■ ■ Bates ceiling that owed. pants and sweather from the room
was not plastered. ITow the college offi below and arrived in Geology only
cials can overlook this hazard to our twentv minutes late.
morals is more than I can see. for no
Miss Roberts (at back door of Comono looks over a ceiling. Me', of Bates
—and women, yon will understand— mons): "Aren't you the same man I
Bates men and Bates men in the making. gave a piece of mince pie to, about a
T say. we cannot have it—something month ago?"
Oenns Ilolio (sadly): " Xo. Ma'm,
must be done. Down with ceilings—
1 ain't. And wot's more, the Doc says
I'ppen floorem!
Verily S. Berating. 1 ain't never goin' to be neither."
P. S.: I have since learned that nothing need he done about it. The deleterious effects of being always plastered anything for me. What shall I do?
G. D.
have wiped out the curse of the :ige.

LOVE COUNSEL—By Aunt Misby Haven (Instructor,
In Co-education and Head of the Bates Matrimonial
Bureau. Address all mail to Aunt Misby Haven,
Heating Plant, Bates College.
Dear Aunt Misby:
I am very much interested in a sophomore living in Roger Williams Hall and
although ho says he loves me T sometimes feel that he is not as attentive
as he should be. T am a freshman,
rather petite and fairly cute, although
T am not as good looking ::s co-eds generaJlV are. What can T do to determine
whether or not he really cares for me I
Miserable

Coach Bucky Spinks (Isn't he simly
gorgeous) is having a most trying time
with his athletes. Bucky insists that
they simply must take shower baths
after athletic contests even at the
supreme risk of catching cold..Battling'
after daily exercise should get to be a
tradition and an accepted custom with
tho proper encouragement especially on
Saturdav nights just before the Chase
Hall dances. The administration is
heartily in accord with the splendid frugality of the boys in regard to taking
anything, but feels that regardless of
the sum on hand for such purposes a
shower now and then isn 't too much.

cient, capacity to make further elimination unnecessary.

Hear Aunt Haven:
T am laboring under a problem of
ponderous perplexity. I am a young
sophomore girl who has many boy
friends and cherish the good will of
each. T'p to date, however. T have had
presented to me a gold football, a good
track shoe and a gold-plated baseball.
Er.ch admirer expects me to wear his
charm exclusively. Please. Aunt Misby.
You Poor T.ittle Dear:
Your big mistake was made when you rive me your advice.
B. A. J.
Rrst become interested in some one from
Poger Bill. You should have been
warned when you first entered college. Denr "B. A. J."
You can safely eliminate the track
However, my advice to you is to become
acquainted with somebody from West shoe. Xo girl wants to be seen in public
Parker at once, and forget your friend with unsightlv scratches on her throat.
from the monastary. When the first is Secondly, the baselv 11 should be returned.
Tt is only gold-plated anyway and not
: ccomplishod. the second is easy.
Send me your name and photo and •is large as a football. Furthermore
describe the type of lover you prefer. von should never waste your time on ar
T will do everything T can (in a eon- voting man who catches flies for a li\inu .
T wotdd advise you to keep the football.
fidental way, of cnnrsel to help you.
You are only a sophomore and still
have over two years at Bates before
Dear Aunty:
T am deeply in love with a freshman von. Xo girl in your position can afford
co-ed but I cannot decide whether or to create the disfavor of the adminis■iot she is true to me. She is very good- tration. By keeping the football yon
looking, has a darling personality, curly will insure yourself against petty annoydark hair and wonderful brown eyes. ances from possible chapel indiscretions.
She is of medium height and dances
beautifully. Do you think that I am Dear Aunt Misby:
I am a sophomore and am very fond
the onlv one she loves?
O. S., '31 of dancing. T love him dearly, but he
has one fault which I know T cannot
Dear O S.. A. D.. R. H.. J. C, L. H., correct, lie wears a number 15 shoe
and when we dance together there is no
etc.:
What is this, a form letter? Why other place for me to stand but on his
don t you arrange a meeting, form a feet. This spoils my whole evening :uid
number of football elevens and fight it makes me most unhappy. I hate to be
out until one team is the decided victor. mean to him and refuse his dances as
If she is a real co-ed she will have suffi- he has often said that he would do

IV: r Child:
Don't worry. You are fortunate to
!>• having your trouble with a Bates
man. Bates men are always gentlemen
and if he said he would do anything
for you he will probably keep his word.
See if you can get him to sprinkle a
little Indian meal on the toes of his
shoes.
I'ear Aunty Misby:
My girl lives a long way from the
eoUege. Although I love her with all
my heart she can only spare me from
7A'i to 9.15 on Thursday evenings. Do
you think it will pay me to continue
seeing her?
F. E. S.
I would advise you to l>e punctual
and make the best of your present
opportunities. I think that you would
be justified also in asking for a guarantee which would include transportation
both wavs and one meal.
Dear Aunty Haven:
I am a senior but room off campus
so I do not know many co-eds. My
first experience in coeducation came last
Friday night while I was attending
"Tho Importance of Being Earnest."
:>t the Little Theatre. I think the girl
who sat besides me was a freshman. I
Ion't remember what she looked like,
and I would hav difficulty in recognizing her if I saw her again. But deep
in my heart I know that I love her and
sho is the only girl in the world for
me. Tsn't there any way that you could
bring us two together again? She will
remember that she leaned against my
shoulder during the second and third
acts and that I retrieved her handkerchief just as she was leaving.
F. E. B.
Dear Mr. B.:
The handkerchief seems to be your
only clue. However, it is likely that
one of the numerous heads that rested
on as many manly shoulders will see fit
to disclose her identity. If within one
week you receive no reply, attend the
next performance of the 4A Players,
and be more observing.
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Old Rose Sport Light
Support
Tho general pingpong forecasts seem
to he about the same for all the Maine
colleges. The teams have suffered a
little by graduation but more from injuries. Jones, Bliss College's smashes
is out of the game with a sprained
thumb while Bowdoin will offer little
opposition because two of their stars
are disabled with hangnails and will not
lie incondition in time to play in the
Maine series. Bates is handicapped by
lack of equipment. The pingpong table
was crushed last Saturday night (by
overloading) at the dance and the Athletic Council is now frantically besieging Coach Cutts, who balks at the expense, for funds to purchase a bigger
and better table. This would be reinforced to prevent further accidents of
the same kind.
Tour
Everyone out to support the tram!
The boys arc giving their best. They
are training arduously and practicing
daily..The rest is up to you. Come to
tho ' games! Learn the yells! Help
Bates win the pingpong championship of
Maine!
Pingpong
The ice cleaning team has started
practicing for its long and arduous
winter season. With the sophomore as
coaches, the Frosh are getting thorough
training in scoop-pushing and shovelhandling. Some of those fellows swing
a mean snow shovel! They are expected
to sweep away all competition and scoop
the the state championship through
speed and teamwork. Tt is too bad thai
this sport is only open to first year men.
Thev seem willing to share the honor.
Team
Coach Morey has been looking around
for material for the cross-country peanut race. After measuring the noses of
all candidates, he found a good deal of
promising material. He is planning to
put. the boys through an intensive course
of training on the Lisbon Street course.
Tho squad is attracting much attention
at the present time because of their
new uniforms, the most striking part of
which are the bright red knee gun ids.
We wonder how long they will stay red.
Although this is a new sport, Coach
Morey is looking forward to a successful season. The freshman team especially seems very promising. Most of
their candidates had already been over
the course and were quite familiar with
the contour of the land.

Hurls a Thunderbolt
of Olympic Defiance

A-A-A-A Shows
"Necessity of
Being Serious"
Among the other campus function
which the Stewed Aunt reporter visited
last week was the sophisticated and
high fluting comedy, ••The Importance
of Being Earnest". As he viewed this
thrilling
melodramatic
presentation
he did retain enough presence of mind
to jot down a few items which might
be of partieular interest to the rest
of the morons.
Back stage work was very good.
The thumping sounds made by John,
Jack. Ernest etc. Worthing in searching for the handbag which would settle
his fate were most realistic. It is so
seldom that such things really are done
well.
Various stages of technique were
shown; practice is said to make perfect We sometimes wonder.
The reporter is able to clear up one
sadly perplexing question which undoubtedly troubled many other members of the audience. Mr. Gould did
not borrow Mr. Sailer's special adornment for the play. The article in
question was purchased at Woolwoiths.
The lighting system was admirable.
One could see the offstage players
through the drapes, as they calmly
chewed gum while awaiting their enes.
No chance for funny stuff.
We wonder if the attentive young
man who has so often aided the ingenue
in finding her homeward way was invited to the party. Or did he have
to wait in the hallway.
Shoes were by Long and S.ihl;
Ma/da bulbs Hauers hardware; furniture by Parker Hall ami others; bailments by Bill tin' Barber; shines by
Brute force, and footlights by quest.
Messrs. Gould and l.ind consumed
enough food to keep a starving Anne
niau alive for some time. The two
languid young gentlemen must have
eaten, at least occasionally, elsewhere
than on the campus.
It is not smoking that is the occupation around the men's dorms. The
work conies in bumming the cigarettes.
The rest is fairly simple provided one
can borrow a match.

HOME TEAM LOSES
ROUND TABLERS
Faculty Thespians Thrill
ENJOY A VERY
JUDGES' DECISION
with Terrific, Tragic Trope
QUIET EVENING
(Continued from Page 1)
The old Bates round table was again
called into action last Sunday evening
as a few members of the faculty engaged in a friendly and informal game
of cards. For the following brief
sketch of some of the more important
developments we are indebted to a
daring Studaunt reporter who concealed
himself in a green bottle on the shell"
and was a personal witness of all the
following incidents.
Among the members present were
Prexie Gray. Norm Ross, Greasy Carroll. Sammy Harms, Goosio Chase, and
Deany Clark. At half time Ross was
leading by all the chips, two pairs of
shoes ami Sammy Harms' latest hat.
But Prexie was not to be outdaunted,
and after a hurried inquiry as to the
state of the market he returned with
new vigor and chips. Goosio dealt the
round and all but Norm and Prex were
out. Prex took one while Norm decided to stand pat; swiftly the chips
pyramided on the green braize until
a small fortune was at stake. Then
at the dramatic moment, "I call",
said Norm. ••Four Kings", gloated
Prexie. "Four Aces", chortled Norm.
"But I discarded an ace", piped up
Greasy from across the table. There
was a moment of stunned surprise.
Sammy picked up his hat to leave and
an extra deck of cards fluttered to the
floor. ••Well, Mr. Ross, what have
you to say for yourself ?'', rumbled
Prexie. •'And to think that Norm had
always seemed such a good boy",
lamented Goosie. "I knew something
was fishy all the time'", snapped the
dean. ''But I didn't know anything
about it. I was framed. Sammy just
tried to double cross me", remonstrated Norm. But when they looked
for the delinquent thev found that he
had slipped away using his hat for
camouflage. "This is very unfortunate"', philosiphi. cd Greasy, "but
ofter all under this economic system,
everyone must look out for himself I
suppose. We may as well settle up
anyway, as I for one do not wish to
continue.'' The rest assented eagerly
and the count was made. "Let's see,
Xonn you have twelve white, thirty
reds and thirty-one blues; that gives
you nine cents. Prex wins four; I
lose two; the Dean, eight; and Goosie
breaks even. You can go down to
Sammie's and get the other three cents.
So long. I must be going." And the
party quickly melted awav leaving our
Studaunt reporter rather stiff from his
long stay in such cramped quarters,
but very happy i
rhuik that he
would bi' able to give to the world this
little intimate glimpse of the intelligen-i,i at play.

The butlers were, as usual, inipee
cable, imperturable, impenetrable, imhours for Mountain Time) this ntorn personal, imposing, important, and im
ing. just six minutes after the document possible. We understand now why the
was signed. In less than an hour the Pittsfield boy is so successful a vote
No woman could resist him
office of the President was flooded with getter.
telegrams of congratulation, and Mrs. in a dress suit.
Childs, secretary to the President, berole. She had to be to withstand the
came nearly distracted as a steady flow
Dolly batted for a thousand on her mighty football tackle of her flying
of phone calls came into the office.
portrayal of the haughty grande dame. parson as he snared his Letitia for
Local merchants, as well as many And though put out several times by his gain.
industrial magnates from all over the the machinations of her daughter and
United States, were exceedingly pro nephew, our good Lady Bracknell
At the party after the performance
fuse in their expressions of thanks. scored a hit. We have doubts, how- Prof. Rob was presented with a bill
for a great deal of preparation has ver, that she is really lige her stage fold made to fit the new dollar bill,
been made by every outlet store in self—and we should like to see her in whose size is quite in keeping with
the country, and salesmen have taken a different type.
a professorial salary. The speech of
advantage of the opportunities offered
acceptance was in excellent conversaby the proclamation by extensive adWe enjoyed the pronouneiation of tional form.
vertising and displayment of surplus mamma which Miss Ruth Brown inwares at unheard of prices.
troduced to us. Up here in the sticks
The Soinerville News in an early we have abreviated it to Maw. she
noon edition appeared with the story also batted for a thousand.
in
feature
under
the caption
• ANOTHER LOCAL BOS' MAKES
DISTINCTIVE
"Barney" Hollis showed us a monk
GOOD," and the News other ma in his native element. We alawys
PHOTOGRAPHY
flooded with voluntarily submitted thought ••Barney"' would make a line
articles of the "I knew him when'' curate, but we're not so certain now.
for
type. The Proclamation follows:
Li'l Margaret Hines, with her long
Co 21eye SfuJenii
By the Hand of His Excellency ringlets, who was eighteen and conPresident Clifton Daggett Gray of fessed to twenty, proved her worth.
\
Bates college (Condita 1864).
We understand that she distributed
kisses to the backstage people before
HARRY
PLUMMER.
A PROCLAMATION
the (day-molasses flavor.
"WHEREAS more than three hull
Connie Withington was strong in her
died and forty nine days in the year
of our Lord Nineteen Hundred and
Twmty Nine Jiave already slipped
away, and not a single universal holiday set apart therein: Whereas, worn
out by the tiresome existence of an
unusually trite semester, both faculty
and Students erave a breathing spell
before the annual classes, the MidHates 1904
ELM STREET
years.
Whereas so many people have urged
me to do this thing, and whereas both
my wife and I have already planned
intensively for the coming season:
Therefore do I, Clifton Daggett
Gray, President of Bates College,
surely and solemnly declare that the
twenty-fifth day of December, in the
AUBURN
Year of Our Lord, Nineteen Hundred
and Tw-enty Nine, shall be set aside
and duly recognized and observed as
Two Best Places To Eat—at
For GOOD CLOTHES and
Christmas Day.
I furthermore declare that no stuFURNISHINGS
dent of Bates College be allowed to
attend classes upon this date. And
that no member of the faculty be permitted to hold the slightest session of
Steaks, Chops and Home Made Pies
Cor. MAIN and MIDDLE STS.
a class within the cloisters of our
All Sport News by Radio While You Eat
ivied edifices. And that a Merry Special discount given to college students
Bates Street
Lewiston, Maine
Christmas be thrust upon each and
every person connected with Bates
College.
_ Given under my hand and seal this
sixteenth day of December in the year
SELL
of our Lord Nineteen Hundred and
Twenty Nine.
GOOD
CLOTHES
(Signed)
LFV ISTON
140 LISBON STREET
His Diplomatic Highness
Clifton Daggett Gray, PHDLLD
(Continued from Pago 1 I
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Say it With Ice Cream

Richard P. Mezzotero eame skipping
in, clothed in a grass skirt, chin held
high, a sublime smile upon his visage,
and quoting Hamlet's soliloquy. Eddie
Wright as the irate father asked him
what the significance of the fact was,
and -Metzy responded in the negative
when Goosey Chase and Freddie Knnpp
began to sing the marching song from
Aida. while the chorus immediately
started into a lively foxtrot to the tune.
Tho first scene was laid on Broadway
where the hero first met the heroine
picking flatirons from the flatiron building. As a manifestation of her love she
immediately hurls them below while the
love lorn lover b"gs for more. Continuing the thread of the closely woven plot
in the second act. the playwrights have
seen fit to lay th« scenes in the northwestern tip of Iceland. Here the first
thing noted is Pa Gould. Andy MyrTiman, and .T. Murray Carroll with a necklace of tropical flowers stalking polar
bears with bronze fishhooks. Frank L*ii'e
and Roscoe Sawyer were the polar liears.
It is significant to note that at this
part of the play the heroine has consented to become the wife to the hero,
named after the Eskimo Laka in honor
of his ancestors in the torrid zone. The
plot begins to thicken at this point of
the' play.
Tt so happens that Santa Claus. played
by Paul Whitbeck. enters into collusion
with Saint Nicholas, played by Harold
Sipperell. to slight the Queen of Rumania in her annual visits on Washington's birthday. Montezuma. the kindhearted lad played by Ollie Cutts gets
wind of the situation and starts south
from his home in Rome. Argentina.
; \fter many hardships, in which his
j health is ruined he arrives at Iceland.
Tho heroine pities him and nurses him.
Laka becomes furiously iealous. and
'•bile he raves upon the stage, the chorus
--ings John Brown's Bodv to the tune
of Abraham Lincoln's Armistice Day
sneech. The effect was heightened by
\loran and Mack actuallv emoting Ophelia's mad speech in Greek and I. tin
simultaneously.
Tn the third and concluding act He
scene is laid on Sargasso Sea. Srmta
'Ins sudden'v fiiels that Saint Nick
'ins deceived him, disclaims the previous
agreement and ejves the Rumanian
queen .1 Fordson toothbrush. Thus ap
ueased Montezuma is anxious to go home.
The heroine in love with him is reluctant to see him go, declares her infatuation for him. and refuses to part with
him. T.ak:' in fury remonstrates, but
the heronie plucks an extra-large flatiron and hurls it with telling effect.
The pi' cwrights have worked out the
conclusion of the amazing plot in the
following manner. When Laka awakes,
the finds that the United States senate
has helped the heroine, his wife, by
legalizing bigamy.
Thus the play ends. Too much credit
cannot be given the authors on their
splendid accomplishment, and they are
deserving of all acclamation that the
student body can accord them. It is
understood that Flo Ziegfield has attempted to secure their signatures, but
that they are content to rest upon their
laurels and not subsidize their talent.
This Lindberghian attribute is also to
be commended.

(Continued from Page 1)
that, the present political alignment of
the United States had outlived its usefulness, BKCAl'SE.
After mush applesauce, the Chairman was able to introduce the first
speaker for Bassar. With a few wellchosen remarks, this young lady welcomed her team to Loiston, and the
Vates team into the World Court. She
argued (!) as a side-issue, that Colby
should have won the Poughkeepsie
Regetta last June, because she had
been to Brunswick some years hence,
and the University of Maine boys were
just too cute for anything. In this
she showed a pleasing knowledge of
local conditions which is always a
good point for a visiting speaker. Her
main contention was, however, that the
present political alignment of .the
United States had not outlived its usefulness, JCST BECAUSE.
Miss Gloung then hastened to the
assistance of her opponent, and after
pointing out that the Vates team was
sorry at this time to have to bid farewell to the charming ladies from New
York State, and that skull practice
should be omitted from the discussion
altogether, concluded with the conclusion that the present political alignment of the United States had not
outlived its usefulness, BECAUSE.
The last destructive speech was then
given for the Negative by Miss Heische.
She also evidenced a knowledge of
social conditions by prefacing her remarks with, "A famous man once said,
'A man or woman inherits from his
parents three things—the color of his
eyes, his religion, and his politics.'
My father is a Socialist and ever since
I have been old enough to study Geology, I have always craved for the
opportunity to visit this Republican
strongho'd of Loiston." She was a
very interesting speaker; it was due,
half to her charm, and to her half wit.
She concluded her case with a telling
argument in that true female style
which had been in evidence all evening. "The present political alignment
of the United States has not outlived
its usefulness. JCST BECAUSE."
The Rebuttal is Given
When Miss Single arose to give the
only, final, and last rebuttal speech she
was greeted by round upon round of
applause until they both got tired.
She had been by far the most popular
speaker of the .■veiling due to the fact
that her speech hail lasted but ten
minutes in comparison with the quarter
of ,iu hour of the others. Her rebuttal was very well taken up with building up the opposition's argument,
pointing out at every turn, however
that the present political alignment of
the United States had outlived its usefulness BECAUSE!.
The debate was well-attended, and
it is not surprising that such intellectual beings who are studying Argumentation should have turned out en masse
to witness the fray. A good time was
had by all -who knew enough to go to
the movies instead of the debate.
Don Marquis's "Archie and Mehitable" seem to inspire Rand coeds to
still greater heights of classical
achievement. Anyway—"What th' Hell,
Archie?" "Tnujours Gai!"

STUDENTS SUITS and OVERCOATS
All the Nav Styles
$25.00 and $50.00
New Sweaters, Sport Coats, etc.

L. E. FLANDERS & CO.
62 Court Street

AUBURN

GEO. V. TURGEON & CO
JEWELERS |
OIAIMONDH
80 LISBON STREET

LEWISTON, MAINE

GEORGE! A. ROSS
LOTUS SHOES
$12. and $15. the pair
COBB-MORRIS CO.

WHEELER CLOTHING GO.
CRONIN

BILL WHITE'S
and Home

C& ROOT

Merrill & Webber Co
PRINTERS AND
BOOKBINDERS
Blank
Books,
Ruled
Blanks

Loose
Leaf
Work
to order

All kindi of BOOK »nd JOB PRINTING executed
in a neat, prompt and taity manner

95 TO 99 MAIN STREET, AUBURN, MAINE

,..
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No Arrests are
Made at Bazaar
Stewed Aunt Reporter Sees
No Stewed Aunts
(Special dispatch to the Stewed Aunt)
Your reporter, having left his pocket
book in his room, and having inure.1
himself against all imploring damosels
liv looking at the picture of his mother.
■ei out to view Ye Y. W. Holdup and
Bazaar to see what little human interest stories he could garner. Here they
are, some funny in the extreme, others
touching the depths of pathos, the
gamut of human emotions at Chase
Hall and not on Saturday night.
Professor Quiiuliy filling the back
seat of his •■International Debating
Ford" with fancy work, pies, Japanese
prints, apples and like paraphernalia.
A1111111 the professorial grew a wreath,
not of laurel but evergreen, presumably signifying something or other.
Members of the football, debating,
and other squads as ardent supporters
of the V. \V. Even to the extent of
spending much time and effort in the
preparation of booths etc. There were
even rumors that some men took to the
woods and arduously collected evergreen. Who says that the two Y's
don 't cooperate.
Hid) Ilislop buyink some unidentified
article from tin- fancy work table.
• • For my hope chest", he explained
when the student reporter questioned
him.

Big Dinner Served
At Bates Commons
Four Dead. Eleven Wounded in Hectic Social Event
Dinner was served to a hungry mob of
nun at the Hates Commons l-'riday evening. For five or ten minutes before
six a large crowd congregated in the
anteroom. Promptly on the hour the
portals were flung open and the milling
crowd surged in, upsetting a table and
two waiters. The mass was seated and
began the attack without any warming
up. Every man was primed and everything seemed set for breaking the existing record of five minutes, throe
seconds. But at the crucial moment
the barrage of rolls was stoppel. amu
nition was exhausted. Then I lie true
courage of Bates men was manifest;
meet, potatoes, glasses of milk, all sorts
of dishes were pressed into service and
the crisis was weathered. To their
eternal credit be it said that they did
break the record. After only four
minutes forty seconds of gruelling
ffort the tired but happy commoners
trooped forth again, champions of all
time.
Coach Ma Roberts, interviewed by a
Stewed Aunt reporter made this statement, "I always knew the boys would
do it. They have always given me the
utmost co-operation. I am a pround
and happy woman."
Captain John Cogan, bruised and
battered, with a pickle in his ear and
a slab of butter on his forehead was
only able to mutter, "It's all for
Bates."

Prize Winning Essay
In Freshman English

Then the elongated debater who
when approached by a little girl with
candy, hastily passed his purse to the
next fellow to ease his conscience when
Upon a time there was a very happy
he replied that he was broke. Deba- household of five members. These
ters seem to have been clever: their were father and mother, Lnekta Maiv.
line was effective even here.
I.uckta Willie, and Herbert the bear.
Everything went along smoothly until
Student approached by apple cheeked one day they ran out of sugar and
girl to sell him other apples. Reporter father had to go town to the village
tishi's apple core from under table ami and get some more. When he returned
repulses attack.
lie was met at the door by l.iukta
Willie who said. " Alaekaday. father,
Girls carrying water ami doing heavy there has been a trgedy. Herbert, has
work while men stand around. Well, eaten mother." Father said. "Now I
women would have equal rights.
am upset", but he couldn't punish
Herbert, beeausr he had sin-h nice
Dance i" an old fashioned garden brown eyes. So everything went
where after much wandering around along happily until they ran out of
the floor, the happy couple Anally met sugar again, and father went down to
and made triumphal exit. We knew the village to buy some. Hut when he
it would come out that way all the returned he was met at the door by
time.
Luekta-Willie who sail, "Forsooth, and
there has been a mishap. Herbert has
Spanish dance, pretty good. The eaten Luckta-Mary. And father said.
Portland Mite performing acrobats on "Now I am upset", but he couldn't
the ivories. Girl carrying cowbell to punish Herbert, because Herbert had
announce the varieties.
such nice brown eyes. Everything
went smoothly until the family was
Freshman with new necktie who again out of sugar. Father went down
bought diminutive apron to serve as to the village to replenish the stock,
bib. Don't believe this one. And the but when he returned there was no
sophomore football giant with the one to meet him, and he knew that
flaxen locks, who won a rattle at his Herbert had eaten Luckta-Willie.
turn at the grab-bag.
Everything was happy in the now diminished family until the supply of
The crowd was- very well behaved sugar was used up. So father went
and there were no arrests. The only down to the village to buy some more.
liquids were the aforesaid Poland While he was waiting in line in the
water and ginger ale at fi' pence tin- A & P store a man came up to him and
glass.
said, "I represent Barnnm and Bailey.
We have heard about your bear and
Really a quite successful affair ac- we should like to buy him for our excording to the unbiased opinion of the hibition." Then father raised himself
reporter. Good luck to the Y. W. with up and stared disdainfully at the ageut.
their future efforts.
"Do you think that I would sell the
family vault", he returned.
Freshman who was foolish enough to
tag along with a coed. He tried to
It has been discovered, and the disborrow money from our reporter but covery put to practical use, that drumsince the stock market broke Any- ming is excellent practice to get that
way, we think he deserved it.
timing just right.
Arthur " Gilli" Dumais

Israel Winner

Insured Cabs
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WHO'S WHO
AT BATES
In an exclusive interview- to a student reporter, Dr. Robert Mac Donald,
Parker Professor of Profane Languages, made the sweeping statement
that co-eds were a menace to the average male student. "Bob'', as he is
known to his favorite students, did
not however wish to be considered a
in isogynist (John XXX v.9.3).
"Women have their place and their
place is in the home", piped the old
and venerable Scotch philosopher as
he hitched his overalls an extra inch.
"Please do not misunderstand and
quote me as a misogynist", (Genesis
XII v.91-95. "I merely wish to make
it clear that in my opinion the place
for women is in the performance of
their domestic duties. I),, not misun
derstand me and call me a misogynist
(The Koran Chap. XI.VII 1. 8-4)."
The Simple fact is that women shou'd
remain more at home and try to keep
tin men there as much as possible,
With these words the old Roman swept
magnificently out of the room and up
the stairs, pausing at the top to pick
up a scrap of paper and to say, "Now
please do not quote me as a misogynist.
(The Sayings of Confucius 1.3349).
Tho big boy from Bridgton may not
bo a good cook, but he eertainlv' does
things up brown.
Far be it from us to leritite the
matinee of that recent trip to Dixfield.
Rather we waved question.

Popular Prof. Returns
from Perilous Joust

Club Activities

It would be distinctly unfair to the
readers of sueh an effusion as this paper
has turned out to be to omit entirely
an appeal to the intellectual. We feel
that the editors of this issue, though
not noticeably responsible, have rather
failed in not appealing lo your loftier
natures, though they may suppose the
pathetic wit and humor of two sufficient
Men's Polly Ticks Sodality. Mayor food for six hundred.
• « •
"Bossy" Gillis of Newburyport and
To offset the otherwise unpleasant and
Mayor Bauer of Lynn debated on the
relative political signitigance of gaso totally superficial efforts of the above
line and bare legs before the Polly- editors we offer you the bits or- I mopus
Ticks boys. "I tell youse. yer gotter gossip which we fear may even be rebe good ter yer paw and maw if yer duced to tho level of the rest of the
wanter be great like I.", was Bossy's paper in the hands of these same Oiliparting injunction to his young tors. However, even a pathetic fallecy
hearers. "Don't drink, smoke, pet, in two parts mav have a basis of truth.
• • »
dance or enjoy yourself in any such
Our l'il professor seems to have
way. if you want to become righteous
like me", admonished the pride of learned so much about the co-eds that
Lynn. The debate was awarded to he seeks new fields for investigation.
Vale when Princeton players refused We trust it may not lie an ice field even
though it is a bit nearer his size.
to take the field in the second half.

Spill Hell in it. A very interesting
meeting of the SpilHlell in it- was
held Tuesday on Parker Porch. Such
old Creek games as leapfrog, lag. and
etaoin. etaoin. etaoin. were enjoyed.
The (ireek dance of the seven veils by
II. Cotton and I.. Towie culminated a
most delightful program.

• • »

Parker Hall Hall Parkers. Th.
Parker Hall Hall Parkers held their
annual election of officers and house-,
representatives. The staff of executives for the ensuing year is as follows: President, P. Tea body; Sec.
Treas., A. Ellison; Rand representative. W. Ratheibei. S. Drout; Cheney
representative, W. Bakery, 8. Drout;
Millikon, H. Oyt. S. Drout: I'rye representative, <'. Rarroll. S. Drout: Whit
tier representative. C. No'e. S. Drout:
Chase representative. S. Drout, another
to be announced; Off-campus representative. S. Drout. alternate 11. Boole, 8.
Drout. Representative at large. Ye
Knighte Wateliemanne.

Bigger and better hallways. "J wait
bulbs in reception rooms, a cowbell to
Ma Snooper, and better cothat reasoning he trotted out his new anonnee
operation and teamwork were anmount. Horse and rider went thunder- nounced as the aims for the ensuing
ing back to the battleground. Another
addition had been made in the way of yea r.
armor. A spittoon into which OeasaT
Vordan Scintific Club. This organ
used to spit tobacco juice when, free
from the cares of state and conquest, ization held a very profitable meeting
ho used to visit Galileo and engage in when Prof. Roseoe Sawyer addressed
••inies of bridge and Mali jong to say them on. the Pse of Rubber in the
nothing of tiddley winks, was converted Ne,k Industry." Said the professor,
into an excellent helmet. Thus mounted "Rubbernecks are now being used by
end. attired the indomitable warrior re- all the best Deckers. We have ilis
covered a process to keep the rubber
tracted his route.
Everything would have been well had from burning until the danger point
••ot Napoleon thought that tho mighty is reached. Thus it acts as a sort of
hoof-beats were tl ,• approach of Wel- safety warning. This will undoubtlington. Swooping down in his tri- edly prove a great ! n to many."
motored TAT transport the T.ittle corHistory Club. Th.' History Club
poral halted the impassionee crusader.
The sheriff happened along just then held a costume party last Wednesday
with all his retinue, including Bossy in which each member came attired as I
Gillis. from Sandwich. Simultaneously. a famous character. The prize for
Galileo rushed up and made his loss women was awarded to Lady (iodiva,
known. The sheriff, in this ease the played by an anonymous party; and
same one immortalized by Oeoffrey for the men to Eldbrcdgc Brewster as
Chaneer in his Cnntrrbiirii Titles, was Nero.
severe. He never ate cranberry sauce,
Chapel Club. The Chapel club met
and could not appreciate the spirit that
stirred Prof, Sawyer to such enthusiastic with Dr. Gray at his office at various
endeavor. A happy ending for the un- times last week and were well entertained. Head rests so that uninterfortunate culprit looked dubious.
But Prof. F. E. Pomeroy is known to rupted slumber could be enjoyed by the
be an influential member of the faculty. students are to be added to the equip
He is also a member of the Police Coni- ment of our beautiful chapel which
ranks with the best in Nem Kngland.
(Continued from Page 1)
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ApV" Registered Druggist

\>J-/A.1\I\.

Pure Drugs and Medicines

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Also, APOLLO CHOCOLATES
258 Main Street, Cor. Bates,
LEWISTON, MAINE

TUFTS BROTHERS
Printers

24 Hour Service

(Continued from Page 1)
After the cheering had subsided and
the victorious Himby had regained his
breath each contestant was allowed
thirty minutes in which to explain why
he had won or lost the battle. But at
11.18 when it was announced that the
remaining time would be divided into
ihree
lo minute periods. and
the
crowds finally began to tile out of the
building, many who had watched the
battle closely expressed the opinion
that the only one who had really
counted was the referee.
The measurements:
HIMBY
is If AY
Length—2 yds., 1'/ in.
fi ft., \'/2 in.
Less
Breadth Limited
Thickness Astonishing
('onside ruble
Negligible
Girth—Plenty
Reach—Across the Table
Perfect 36
I best i normal) Never
lo inches
-ll' inches
Chest (expanded) Always
2(twenty-four inches)
Feet—Flat
You will like your

Photographs

DORA CLARK TASH
STUDIO
Tel. 228

Agents for Wright & Ditson
65 Lisbon St.,
Lewiston, Maine
Telephone 119
Lewiston, Maine

CHASE HALL

Rubber Stamp Manufacturers
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Lewiston, Maine

BIMBY K. O.'S BRAY
IN FIRST ROUND

BILL, the Barber
J. H. STETSON CO., Inc. Shingling and Bobbing
SPORTING GOODS
a Specialty

"A Complete Banking Service"

For Real Courteous Service
171 Main Street,

It is a question as to whether the boy
from Lincoln really believes in the
emergence of women or not. But there
is no question that he permits emergence
into certain departments of purchasing
that are considered strictly masculine.
Tsi». "t it always like a woman to prefer
bright colors f
They used to marvel at the cave man
who could lift huge rocks but what
about the modern cave woman who has
reeentlv carried away a harring ton.

IF MADE AT THE NEW

R\RT

193 Middle St.

Union Square Taxi Co.

Over the Back Fence

Lewiston Trust Company

25 cents Local Rate

LEWISTON, MAINE

ALL KINDS OF
SHOES and SPORT GOODS
REPAIRED AT

LANE'S Repair Shop
254 Main Street
Open 6.30 A.M.
next Clark's Drug Store

Lewiston Shoe Hospital
7

SABATTUS ST.

Caters to Bates Students

Compliments ot

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON
•>-

We Solicit the Business oi Bates Students

/ Main Street
THE

Q TJ A. L I T Y

S

148 Oollege Street
THREE MINUTES FROM THE CAMPUS

Compliments of

J. W. White Co.

Tel. I8I7-W

High Grade Moccasins and Tennis Shoes
Shoes Repaired to Look Like New
PEOPLE'S SHOE SHOP
33 Sabattus Street

LEWISTON MONUMENTAL WORKS
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
James P. Murphy Co.
6 to 10 Bates St, LEWISTON
Telephone 2838-B

G00GIN FUEL COMPANY

Tel. 29-W

COAL AND WOOD

Judkins Laundry, Inc.

1801

PHONES

114 Bates Street
Lewiston

1800

67 Elm Street
Auburn

George W. Tufts, Manager
RICHARDSON & LOMAS, Agents
4 West Parker Hall

The College Store
Fountain Pens
Stationery
Jewelry
Felt Goods
Laundry Cases
Telephone 2326-W

Everything
for
Bates
Student
Needs
Reasonable Bates

Dr. W. J. Carter
DENTIST
Hours: 8.30 A. M. to 8.00 P. M.
Consultation Free
All Work Guaranteed
25 Lisbon St.
Lewiston, Maine

